


Yoga for Kids Bingo

ADHD, Trauma, Autism, Behavior Problems - today’s students come into the classroom 
with a range of difficulties that can affect their physical and mental well-being, as well 
as make it difficult to keep themselves regulated at school.

Yoga has been used in classrooms across the world to improve student strength, body 
awareness, flexibility, and focus. This bingo game was designed to help students learn 
many different kid-friendly yoga poses and are a great resource for mindfulness time, 
calm down corners, brain breaks, indoor recess, or physical education classes.

This pack contains blank bingo cards and pictures for students to create their own card, 
15 premade cards, and caller picture cards.

Directions:
1) After making the cards, if applicable, the caller randomly draws from their stack of 
bingo card pictures and reads the yoga pose to the class.
2) If the student has the called picture on their card, they mark it with a token or other 
marker.
3) When a student gets 5 pictures in a row (or 3 for the younger version) horizontally, 
vertically, or diagonally, they yell “bingo.” They then recite the poses and do one of the 
following (optional) to collect their prize:

- Choose 1 to demonstrate
- Do all 4 poses in a sequence
- Tell about a benefit one of their selected yoga poses has on their body (i.e. improve 
strength, flexibility, concentration, etc.)

Thanks for purchasing this product!

Also
Check

Out:

Yoga Posters 

Growth Mindset Tab Book

Alternative Suspension Activitiesf

FOLLOW ME for sales and updates on
special ed, counseling, & social work materials!



Terms of Use
All materials are (c) One-Stop Counseling Shop and protected by federal copyright laws.

Your individual purchase entitles you to reproduce these pages as needed for your own 
classroom or caseload use. You may also save a backup file for your own use. However, 
no part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, by any means, electronic or 
print, without prior written permission from One-Stop Counseling Shop. Individual copies 
may not be loaded on school networks, uploaded to websites, or distributed in any other 
form.

If you would like to share this product with another teacher or staff member, additional 
licenses are available for a big discount. Site licenses are also available. Please contact 
me for more information or if you have any questions about these terms of use.

Enjoy!

Thanks for purchasing this product!



Credits
These awesome creators help make my products possible!
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bridge camel cat      chair

child’s pose cow crescent lunge downward dog

        flamingo forward fold frog hands to heart

wheel side angle          kite locust

GAME PIECES 
Directions: Cut out the pieces below and glue your favorites onto your bingo card. 
You won’t use every piece!
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mountain    plank savasana dancer’s pose

upward dog warrior triangle       tree

GAME PIECES 
Directions: Cut out the pieces below and glue your favorites onto your bingo card. 
You won’t use every piece!
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cat            chair

child’s pose cow

CALLER CARDS
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crescent lunge downward dog

            flamingo         forward fold

 frog        hands        to heart

CALLER CARDS
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wheel side angle

          kite locust

mountain      plank

CALLER CARDS
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savasana dancer’s pose

upward dog warrior

triangle             tree

CALLER CARDS
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savasana dancer’s pose

upward dog warrior

triangle             tree

CALLER CARDS
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cow mountain crescent lunge camel

side angle locust downward dog warrior

plank cat                flamingo dancer’s pose

wheel savasana bridge upward dog
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